TYPE: Double Girder Bridge Crane

MFG: P&H

DESIGN: Double welded box girder

AGE: 1970

SPAN: 92'3" center to center wheels

CONTROL: Full magnetic 5 step – cab

LIFT: 34'

HEIGHT: 5' 9"

HOIST: 13 FPM, 25 HP, 1750 RPM, AC

TROLLEY: 125 FPM, 7-1/2 HP, 16900 RPM, AC

BRIDGE: 265 FPM, 25 HP, 1155 RPM, AC

WEIGHT: 91,000#

FEATURES:
Dual brakes on hoist
8 parts 1" diameter rope reeving
Youngstown limit switch

CONDITION: Very good

NOTE: GA drawing available on request